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Q&A: Do I need an Event Manager?

Professional Event Managers can critically answer what is known as ―The Five W’s‖
Why?

Who?

When?

Where?

What?

What is the
compelling
reason for
this event?

Who will
benefit, who do
we want in
attendance?

When will the
event be held?
Is the date and
time flexible?

What is the
best possible
location and
venue?

What people and
resources are
required to satisfy
our needs?

The answers to these questions will give an Event manager the background to research, design,
plan, coordinate, and finally, evaluate the event. Exceptional event management therefore will
typically rely on individuals who have highly developed skills: ability to handle staff, effective
management of large numbers of people are involved, and much, much more besides this.
Often these individuals come from a background of managing
highly specific scenarios, and many Event Managers have
certain dominant skills which they apply to the events they work
on. Some are highly skilled at staff management. Others may be
more adept at Logistics planning, entertainment or HR issues.
On ―Operations Day‖, all your Team will have skills across
the board that allows them to actually function in other
operational areas of the event with a minimum of delay –
with a minimum of trouble to other operations that will take
place – so your event is in expert, safe hands at all times!
The main Event Manager, or Producer as the title is sometimes applied to the role, has the
overall skills to recognize: who is best suited to particular events, which personnel are proven,
and what suppliers use ―best practice‖ to ensure your event goes off without a hitch.
It is essential to communicate any financial limits and timeframes for your big Event!
This gives the organizing team all the parameters to work within. It will quickly establish the
processes actually required for your event – long before anything becomes an issue with the
accountant, and especially all the people helping to make your event an awesome reality!
The real hidden value lies in a direct line to the ―best in business‖ people and suppliers to
work on your Event, in all the critical areas. This all culminates in the delivery of a
masterpiece. This is really what is available to you by going through a professional outfit.

Continue reading about how we can help you
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General Questions

This is the primary question most of you will ask when given the responsibility of getting a
personal or professional event organized. The answer from our perspective is that great events
don‘t just ―happen‖ magically. Additionally, any team that puts together a significant event is more
than just a group of people who just wait around for the ―fun‖ parts of the event.
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What MC3 covers with Event Plans

As a guide you should expect pro
Event planning to deliver advice and
critical guidance in the following areas
that underpin small to large events!

Planning designing the Brief for your total event experience






Concept / Feasibility Development: ―The Five W‘s‖ Why? Who? What? Where? When?
Event Timeline: working out the Critical Path, the roadmap from concept to delivery
Budgeting and financial implications for the proposed event: what will it all cost?
Funding Proposals and formal Applications if and where this is required
Sponsorship assessments and Proposal development if this is also required

Management formal documentation of all required processes






Staff and Attendee Procedures and Protocols
Event Administration and Project Management requirements
Permits and Consent process management
Risk Assessment and Management Plans
Formal Timetables, Run Sheets, Checklists for Event Staff, Vendors, Suppliers

Promotion establishing appropriate promotional activities






Arranging appropriate Promotion and Advertising partners
Arranging Branding requirements, co-sponsorship arrangements…
Management of ticketing or enrolment-based procedures
Information Packs for Conferences, Special Invitations and related promo
Online Campaigns: Web, Social Media management, Mobile technology use

Logistics getting sites, vendors and staffing worked out






Finding, assessing and arranging for use the best Venue (or multiple Venues if needed)
Arranging Infrastructure: all venue, staging, lighting and technical services needed
Risk Management implementation across all areas for participant and staff safety
Establishing appropriate Accreditation procedures for staff and attendees
Event Systems Management via custom Online Interactive Applications
…and more
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General Questions

To be quite honest about it, there
are as many planning situations as
there are different Events that
people and organizations like to
hold!
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Examples of Event requirements that are typically under consideration
Site rental
Depending on the event, site rental fees can be considerable, nonexistent or anywhere in
between. Yes, there is opportunity always to save money on a tight budget, but balance
is required as well to deliver the Event ‗must haves‘. Creative thinking is paramount!
Perhaps you want a scenic summer setting? A site at a public beach can often be
reserved for practically nothing while beach-side clubs often command premium prices.



Vendors
This category can include a caterer, bartender, decorator, florist, photographer,
entertainer or videographer, among others.



Supplies
Any supplies not provided by vendors or the client will need to be purchased by the Event
company. This can include anything from food to potted trees to table candles.



Equipment rental
You may need specialist audiovisual or lighting equipment to be rented to achieve the
intended effect of your overall Event atmosphere: these can be major budget items.



Licenses and permits
Some types of events require special permits or licenses, such as a fire marshal permit or
a license to use music, particularly so when it involves general public admissions.



Transportation and parking
If the event requires Event staff to travel or requires the provision of transport for
attendees or speakers, there may be significant transportation costs to account for.



Service fees and gratuities
Hiring temporary help for the event, such as specialist servers, can be potentially costly.



Speakers’ fees
Conferences and other educational or commemorative events often involve speakers.



Publicity and invitations
A large event may be heavily advertised, but even smaller events might entail the use of
fliers. Invitations are also frequently necessary. Not everything is free online!



Mailing and shipping
If you're mailing out invitations or fliers, don‘t forget this expense will crop up!



Photocopying and preparation of registration materials
Any handouts for attendees or photocopying of fliers fall under this category.



Signage
Any signs or banners designed for the event will also be figured into per-event expenses.

As you can see, an Event can involve many layers of complexity,
that are often best left to dedicated professionals – just like us!
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One-Off, Seminars & Related
We can help with Venue, Catering, Entertainment, Staff, On-site
Management along with comprehensive Post-Event Reports

Expert advice in planning out Function requirements such as Launches, Promotional Events,
Seminars, Meetings, Staff get-togethers, the all important post-Wedding Reception, and many other
related Events
we can help with organising the most appropriate venue, ensuring nobody goes without refreshments by
selecting the appropriate catering (and yes, this includes being aware of the right dietary considerations —
we have the services of a specialist Chef in this area!), providing the right ambience with the entertainment,
and guaranteeing the total feel for the occasion you have in mind is " just so".
We regularly correspond with all types of Event planners,
managers and coordinators based here in NZ, and also
Offshore.
Consultation with others is with the explicit aim of always
ensuring "best practice" advice across the board is considered
when planning Client events. It is also with the aim of keeping up
to date and current with the best Event management practices,
tips and opportunities in the industry that we can leverage for the
benefit of any of our Clients.
Our people have provided solutions for…





Business Seminars for a range of Private Clients and
Organisations
Contracted one-off Entertainment negotiations and
organisation for the NZ Ministry of the Environment
and the ANZ Bank (End of Year Functions), one-off
Concerts with Wellington City Council, ―Toast
Martinborough‖ band appearances, and much more
―Launch‖ Events for a range of Private Clients and
Organisations
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Event Overviews

Functions
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& Large-scale Gatherings
Complete Planning Briefs and Management Solutions
for your Conference: start to finish and everything in-between!

We can give you a complete Pre-Conference, In-Conference, and Post-Conference plan.
Each phase of engagement with your intended audience presents unique opportunities to maximise your
guests anticipation before, appreciation during and ultimate satisfaction after your Conference Event.
We'll work with your people to identify
those opportunities and how to use each
stage most effectively, allowing you to
put on your best Conference yet!
We have some great people that we work
with to enable these sorts of Events, so don't
hesitate, get in touch and we can work on a
plan for you.
This includes:
Venues
Accommodation
Transportation
Security
Catering On-Site/Off-Site
Sound and Vision
Digital Infrastructure
Entertainment
Local Sightseeing
Pre-Post Event Activities
Conference Collateral
Our people have provided solutions for…


ICEL 2000 Conference
Web Site Development for the
Conference, in-house IT and
Attendee Intranet Solution
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Conferences
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& Related Gatherings
Complete Planning Briefs and Management Solutions
for Public Events: start to finish and everything in-between!

We can give you what you really need to know for public events management - a complex and
specialist area...
Each phase of engagement with your intended audience presents unique opportunities to maximise your
attendee anticipation before, appreciation during and ultimate satisfaction after your Public Event.
We'll work with your people to identify opportunities, how to negotiate the specific risks and precautions
inherent in public events (including who you need to work with as far as Police, Emergency Services,
Compliance Officers and more), allowing you to put on your best public event!
We have some great people that we work with to
enable these sorts of Events, so don't hesitate, get
in touch and we can work on a plan for you.
Our people have regularly worked on large-scale public
events such as the AMI Round the Bays which involved
over 500 Volunteers, and 15,000+ participants,
supplying Production assistance to Cuba Dupa, which
saw 100,000 plus enjoy activities over 2 days of this
iconic event put on by over 1000 performers throughout
the period of the event.
We also have people that have worked on Mega Events, helping to plan complex requirements for a
multitude of Vendors, Staff and Volunteers alike. We know what goes on in the busiest and most complex
environments NZ has ever seen: use our expertise!
Our people have provided solutions for…




Contracted hire for Stage Management at the Cuba Dupa Festival (2016)
Contracted hire for Planning, Management and Ground Operations Management at the iconic
Round the Bays Marathon (Wellington), 2012, 2013, 2014 (along with Post-Event Reporting)
Contracting to the Rugby World Cup 2011 in Transport Services division (general, and specialist
Team Transport area)
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Public Events
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& Related Services
Acquiring Talented Acts, Individual or Group, for your Event
or individual, Stage Management and Technical Services

We will help you get the right Talent, we can advise on and produce the required documentation for
Entertainment Logistics, Promotion and Management, and we also provide Administrative Services
for any Talent we help source for a Client.
This includes helping to manage the Artists themselves, and any other services applicable to "the talent" at
the Event if required by the Client.
Members of our Team are involved on a
continuous basis organising and promoting gigs
in local bars, sorting out Function entertainment,
and more. We have people who have managed
bands and organised Nation-wide Tours around
NZ.
Our people have also played professionally, to
audiences of up to 30,000 in some cases
(International and National Support gigs and
Festivals), End of Year Functions and more.

As such, we have a deep knowledge of what goes on at almost every level, from small gigs and
functions to Festival and Stadium-level entertainment.
What this means is that an integral part of the overall event largely responsible for creating key elements of
the look, feel and atmosphere each event participant will experience can be sorted out without the need to
go through endless consulting with third-party companies. Now that's a crucial saving in both time and
money straight up front already...

TOUR PLANNING
Are you in a band and wanting to undertake a Tour of some sort?
We especially love to involve ourselves in the music environment at MC3, so talk to us and see
where we can help implementing a nationwide Tour.
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Entertainment
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Special Services
We have special arrangements with a number of Venues, in the North and South Island.
These are our official Partner Sites. Using these can offer a number of advantages to you.
This makes the actual setup of the Event a lot more efficient as we know exactly who we are
working with, and most importantly, how they work. Moreover, we are fully aware of the exact
benefits and limitations of a site that we already have a working relationship with.

This allows us to advise you in far more depth on particular aspects of a chosen Venue
with you at the time of your enquiry.

Where specific requirements need to be in place for your
Event we will be positioned to let you know immediately
where the benefits are in a more timely fashion per Venue
– all of this makes some of those critical decisions easier,
and helps ensure success. Leave it to us, we’ll sort it out!
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Venue Services, Catering & other additional help you may require!
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Our people have been key for…







Individual Gig and Tour management for Representation, Management
International Support Gigs, Entertainment Management
Private Seminar-based Functions for Individuals and NGOs, Management
ICEL Conference 2000, Web Development, IT Systems, Administration
Rugby World Cup 2011, Team and VIP Transport Scheduling
Ki o Rahi Poneke Festival (part of the REAL NZ Festival), Planning, Management,
Promotion and Logistics, in addition to Post-Event Stakeholder Reporting
AMI Round the Bays 7k and Half Marathon Event in Planning, Operations
Toast Martinborough Wine Festival, Entertainment Management
Macs Brewery New Years Party, Entertainment Management
Corporate Functions Entertainment Management for ANZ, Ministry for Environment
CubaDupa Production Assistance to CubaDupa Festival

From small Functions to large Festivals and so much
more – just call us now and get your big idea happening!
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Client Feedback

“I would like to acknowledge the work of Alan my assistant for the event. He was
excellent and I cannot recommend him highly enough if you need event management or
production support... fabulous to work with this year in the Dance Zones, worked hard,
took initiative and went the extra mile.”
Lyne Pringle
Dance Production Coordinator for CubaDupa Festival, Wellington
Winner – Wellington Airport Regional Community Awards 2016
(―Supreme Award‖)

"Please pass on my regards to the rest of that wonderful crew you helped bring together
for the Seminar: no last minute rush which is unique I have to say, the final touches on
the days leading up put our mind considerably at ease, thanks!!!"
Amanda Tierbey
(Private Engagement: Seminar Function), 2014

“Alan’s technical skills were superb, and his eye for detail and critical thinking resulted
in documents which have since been used extensively to streamline processes…. I would
recommend Alan to anyone who is seeking to review the processes around their major
Events…”
Craig Ireson
Event Dir. for AMI Round the Bays, Wellington
Winner – NZ Recreation Association 2012
(―Most Outstanding Event‖)

"... In my many years of working with IT people, this experience has been the most
pleasurable, the most professional -- Alan listens, but with advice, and knows how to
make me feel I did it. Thanks."
Prof John Hattie,
PROJECT asTTle, Auckland University
Winner — Computerworld Excellence Awards 2003
("Excellence in the Use of IT in Education: Tertiary, Community and Commercial")

"The Information System you set up for the Conference was great, and kept us all well
informed daily – it was the first thing we checked from our Hotels, so informative!"
Finnish Delegation
ICEL Conference, Auckland, 2000

Simply call to get the same results for you and your own
organization, it’s actually as simple as that to get started!
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Our Skills as individuals who come together as your Team are tested and
help yield real results, in the real world ... so you too can trust us to deliver
awesome results for you and whatever you're involved in!
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Next Steps
Ultimately, it’s up to you to think what you would like to do. We provide that much needed
support that enables you to plan it properly, and realize it – and enjoy everything about it
of course!
So, whether it is a Corporate Function or a large Festival gathering, you can be assured we
can help you in ways that are critical in contributing to a successful outcome for any event.
The real trick is to realize when and where to call professionals in for just a bit of further advice, or
to simply take the whole thing off your hands if that is what it will take. You concentrate on your
enjoyment, and we take care of the finer details and the task of putting it on and making it run
without a hitch.
Sit back, relax, enjoy your own event while
we take on the heavy lifting to get it all done!
Of course, you‘ll still be as involved as you want
every step of the way in either case. It‘s your
event after all, and your input is certainly valued
in putting that personal touch of yours on it!
Remember, don‘t allow the worry of how you‘re
going to do it all that can typically be associated
with event management put you off considering
making a phone call for a bit of any extra help.
We really enjoy this, and that’s ultimately the real payoff of why we do it in the first place.
It‘s also the best way to guarantee the result everyone wants all round – being passionate about
getting the details right, we want every attendee to walk away from the event with a smile, and
something particularly memorable about it. We take the time to get the details absolutely right!
Most importantly, we want you to walk away with the feeling you‘ve managed to achieve
something extra special as well – these are the qualities we can bring to your next Event.
We certainly look forward to your contact and discussing your next special event!

ALAN BENTON
Event Management Professional
On behalf of everyone who is a part of MC3 Promotions
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So what’s next, where should I go from here?
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Communicating with us
mc3promotions.com

Interact with us on Social Media
facebook.com/mc3promotions

twitter.com/mc3promotions

Just ask us directly!
Send an email to inquiry@mc3promotions.com
and tell us about your Event – or simply call us

Call now 022 077 8522
Appointments in-person
Book an Appointment to see someone (Office-times vary due to nature of work we do)

Specific Terms of Delivery and Final Costs for any of our Services will always be
discussed at the time of hire and prior to commencement of any Services we provide
ALL PRICES QUOTED AND INVOICED BY MC3 ARE IN $NZD AND ARE EXCLUSIVE OF GST
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Find us on the Internet

